Introduction {#Sec1}
============

Despite several decades of incessant pharmaceutical and clinical efforts to develop therapeutic strategies against heart diseases, the outcomes of those trials have been dismal and unsuccessful. In contrast, endurance exercise, a nonpharmacological remedy, has been shown to ameliorate morbidity and mortality caused by ischemic injuries because it improves cardiac contractile function and cellular homeostasis and to protect hearts against a wide range of heart diseases \[[@CR1], [@CR2]\]. Interestingly, even acute endurance exercise (3--5 days) provides cardioprotection against an ischemia--reperfusion (I/R) insult, although the molecular mechanisms of exercise-induced cardioprotection remain unclear.

In terms of the characteristics of cardiomyocytes (e.g., discontinuation of cell division and absence of regenerative capacity), maintaining and/or enhancing proper damage control over intracellular disturbance caused by oxidative stress and calcium overload is a key feature required to sustain normal cardiac function throughout an individual's entire lifespan and confer cardiac fitness and wellness. In this regard, there is an abundance of evidence from a variety of studies which shows that cardiac autophagy---a conserved mammalian catabolic process by which unwanted cellular cargos, such as damaged proteins, lipids, DNA, and dysfunctional organelles, such as mitochondria, are discarded in a lysosome-dependent manner---is an essential element for maintaining cardiac function and providing cardioprotection against hypoxia and an I/R insult \[[@CR3]--[@CR5]\]. Therefore, it seems reasonable to hypothesize that if exercise increases autophagy, the exercise-induced autophagy in the heart may be a novel cardioprotective avenue. In support of this notion, recent studies have shown that both acute and chronic endurance exercise enhance autophagy in the heart post endurance exercise \[[@CR6]--[@CR9]\]. However, whether exercise-induced cardiac autophagy (EICA) is a substantial component contributing to cardioprotection against I/R injuries remain completely unknown. Moreover, the exact underlying mechanisms of EICA have not yet been clearly elucidated.

Although cardiac autophagy contributes substantially to cell viability, it is the proper regulation of autophagy which the basic underlying rationale because dysregulated autophagy (e.g., chronic upregulation of autophagy) exerts a detrimental influence. Thus, a cellular auto-recognition system that modulates ideal duration, frequency, and degree of autophagy via an automatic turn-on/turn-off switch should exist in cells to preempt any unnecessary chronic activation of autophagy. This scenario can be questioned in a situation where people participate in a long-term endurance exercise program. For example, does chronic endurance exercise continue to raise autophagy levels in response to daily exercise or does it only episodically activate it upon demand. It is tempting to speculate that exercise-induced autophagy in hearts occurs in an episodic manner rather than in a random chronic manner although this postulation remains to be demonstrated. To examine the precise pattern of exercise-induced cardiac autophagy, an understanding of acute bouts of exercise (at least 1--5 days of exercise)-induced autophagy is essential to monitor daily autophagy patterns in response to exercise, from which the effects of long-term chronic endurance exercise-induced autophagy on cardiac health can be inferred.

Not only is the proper disposal of proteins and lipids via autophagy important for cardioprotection, the timely removal of dysfunctional mitochondria via autophagy (hereafter mitophagy) is also a critical process that contributes to sustaining optimal cardiac function. Mitochondria are critical organelles that are required to provide a biological form of energy, namely, ATPs; however, once becoming dysfunctional, they can trigger apoptotic as well as necrotic cell death \[[@CR10], [@CR11]\]. To avoid undesired mitochondria-mediated cell death, mammalian cells are able to promptly activate and promote mitophagy to selectively eliminate impaired mitochondria, thereby preventing further collateral cell death \[[@CR12]\]. Relating to this observation, a few studies have recently shown evidence of exercise-induced cardiac mitophagy (EICM), but the molecular signaling pathways of EICM remain undefined. Thus, to improve our current understanding of molecular mechanisms of EICM, here we first provide a general review of mitophagy and then we highlight potential signaling pathways and roles of EICM in cardioprotection against an I/R injury.

In summary, this review will advance our body of knowledge associated with EICA and EICM by accomplishing the following three objectives: (1) to summarize canonical/noncanonical mechanisms of autophagy; (2) to present current molecular mechanisms of EICA and EICM; (3) to suggest a potential, cardioprotective role of EICA and EICM against I/R injury.

Autophagy {#Sec2}
=========

Autophagy is a conserved lysosomal catabolic process in mammals that is typically regulated by nutrient/energy availability, hypoxia, and reactive oxygen species (ROS). Although first observed in 1963 \[[@CR13]\], autophagy has not been actively investigated in various research fields, including neurodegenerative diseases, diabetes, heart diseases, and exercise, until recently. Studies have identified autophagy as an important mediator of maintaining normal cardiac function, as any deficiency of autophagy impairs cardiac function. For example, conditional cardiac-specific deletion of ATG5, a critical protein for autophagy induction, results in cardiac dysfunction \[[@CR14]\].

In general, autophagy follows canonical pathways in which activation of AMP-activated kinase (AMPK) coincides with inactivation of mammalian target of rapamycin (mTOR). However, results from recent studies suggest that autophagy can also be accomplished independent of canonical routes in certain conditions. Therefore, in this section, both canonical and noncanonical pathways of autophagy will be discussed.

Canonical autophagy pathways {#Sec3}
----------------------------

As illustrated in Fig. [1](#Fig1){ref-type="fig"}, canonical autophagy is tightly regulated by a series of protein--protein interactions and completed by lysosomes through consecutive steps of autophagy: initiation, nucleation, elongation, maturation, and fusion/degradation.Fig. 1An overview of signaling nexus of autophagy pathways. Phosphorylated AMP-activated kinase (AMPK) initiates induction of autophagy by phosphorylating (p in orange circle) ULK1 (a protein kinase) at Ser555, which then activates a class III PI 3-kinase (PI3K) via phosphorylation in the PI3K--ATG14L (ATG refers to an autophagy-related family of proteins) protein complexes. The activated PI3K--ATG14L complexes recruit the scaffold protein Beclin 1, dissociated from Beclin 1--BCL-2 complexes upon BCL-2 (member of family of proteins which regulate apoptosis) phosphorylation, to form a PI3K--ATG14L--BECLIN 1 complex. This complex joins together with a fragment of double membrane, and the activated PI3K in the complex produces the phospholipid PI~3~P (phosphatidylinositol 3-phosphate) that activates WIPI1, a homolog of the yeast Atg18 protein, and begins to build a phagophore (also called the isolation membrane). To elongate the phagophore, ATG12--ATG5--ATG16--LC3-II complexes are needed. For this process, LC3, a central protein in the autophagy pathway, is cleaved by ATG4, resulting in LC-1, and the resultant LC3-I is then conjugated with phosphatidylethanolamine (PE) through ATG7 to become LC-II. The LC3-II now conjugates with the ATG12--ATG5--ATG16 complexes to form ATG12--ATG5--ATG16--LC3-II complexes. Finally, ATG12--ATG5--ATG16--LC3-II complexes are attached to an activated phagophore and begin to elongate the membrane. The elongated phagophore encloses cellular cargos, including protein aggregates and mitochondria, using the LC3-II residing in the luminal side of the phagophore, and LC3 adapter proteins, such as p62 and BNIP3 (BCL2/adenovirus E1B nineteen kDa interacting protein 3). Once cellular cargos are completely enclosed, an autophagsome (a spherical structure with double layer membrane) is formed and subsequently fused with a lysosome with the help of lysosome-associated membrane protein2 (LAMP2) and soluble *N*-ethylmaleimide-sensitive fusion attachment protein receptor (*SNARE*) proteins. Cargo materials are then processed by lysosomal proteases such as CATHEPSIN L and recycled. To enhance autophagic fluxes, lysosomal biosynthesis also occurs by upregulating a master transcription regulator of lysosomal biogenesis, transcription factor EB (TFEB), which is regulated by the modulation of the phosphorylation state. An activated CALCINEURIN, a calcium-dependent phosphatase, dephosphorylates TFEB and facilitates the translocation of TFEB to the nucleus, where TFEB promotes the transcription of lysosome-related proteins

### Initiation {#Sec4}

Adenosine monophosphate-activated kinase is an enzyme that monitors cellular energy homeostasis; thus, when it recognizes a shortage of ATP, it triggers catabolism (e.g., lipolysis) to ensure proper levels of energy \[[@CR15]\]. Moreover, AMPK plays a critical role in initiating another catabolic process, autophagy, under ischemic and nutrient-deficient conditions \[[@CR16]\]. Activated AMPK phosphorylates a serine/threonine protein kinase uncoordiated-51 like kinase1 (ULK1) at Ser555 that enhances autophagy induction. Next, the activated ULK1 in the ULK1--Atg13--FIP200 complex potentiates a class III phosphatidylinositol-4,5-bisphosphate 3 kinase (PI3K) and promotes the formation of complex between PI3K and ATG14L, which relays a signal for the nucleation process by engaging Beclin 1, a mammalian homolog of yeast ATG6 and a central scaffold protein, into the complex \[[@CR17]\].

### Nucleation {#Sec5}

Nucleation (or phagophore formation) requires the formation of the Beclin 1--PI3K--ATG14L complex. For this process, BECLIN 1 needs to be released from the heterodimer complex between antiapoptotic protein BCL-2 and Beclin 1. Under a nutrient-rich condition, the dissociation of Beclin 1 from BCL-2 is hindered, resulting in the failure to construct the BECLIN 1--PI3K--ATG14L complexes, whereas under a nutrient-deficient condition, BCL-2 becomes phosphorylated, releases Beclin 1, and thus causes the formation of Beclin 1--PI3K--ATG14L complexes. The activated PI3K by ULK1 in the complex now generates phosphatidylinositol 3-phosphate (PI~3~P) that links WIPI-1, a protein which plays an important role in autophagy, into the complex to facilitate the transfer of proteins needed for the implementation of phagophore structure.

### Elongation and maturation {#Sec6}

Phagophores (immature or opened autophagosomes), which are created by several inductive processes of autophagy, should undertake an expansion and closure procedure for complete autophagosome conformation in conjunction with microtubule-associated protein 1A/1B light chain 3 (LC3) II and the ATG5--ATG12-ATG16 complex, both of which are combined through a series of conjugation and ligation events using ATG proteins. Briefly, once pro-LC3 is cleaved by ATG4, LC3-I is formed. Then, when the LC3-I becomes lipidated with phosphatidylethanolamine (PE) via ATG7 (ubiquitin E1-like activating enzyme) \[[@CR18]--[@CR20]\], LC3-II (an activated form of LC3) is generated. To form ATG5--ATG12--ATG16 complexes, ATG12 is first covalently conjugated to ATG5 by ATG7. The resultant ATG5--ATG12 is then conjugated with ATG16, resulting in the ATG5--ATG12--ATG16 complexes. This complex exerts an E3 ubiquitin ligase-like activity that tethers LC3-II with the help of ATG7 (E1-like activating enzyme) and ATG3 (E2 ubiquitin conjugating enzyme). The final ATG12--ATG5--ATG16--LC3-II complexes translocate to autophagosomal membrane and expand phagophore structures. Next, a C-shaped phagophore (open form) surrounds damaged proteins, lipids, and small organelles, such as mitochondria, designated for lysosomal degradation. In this process, LC3-II localized in the luminal side of the phagophore captures ubiquitinated protein aggregates and dysfunctional mitochondria via autophagy adaptors such as p62 and BCL2/adenovirus E1B nineteen kDa interacting protein 3 (BNIP3) respectively \[[@CR21]\]. Finally, the elongated phagophore containing cellular cargos is completely enclosed and becomes a mature autophagsome.

### Fusion {#Sec7}

For the final autophagic degradation process, autophagosomes are fused with lysosome, forming autophagolysosomes (also referred to as autolysosomes), in which autophagic cargos are degraded by lysosomal hydrolases and recycled \[[@CR22]\]. For this fusion process, autophagosome's soluble *N*-ethylmaleimide-sensitive factor attachment protein receptor (SNARE) proteins, such as vesicle-associated membrane proteins, syntaxins, and synaptosomal-associated proteins, interact with lysosomes to facilitate fusion events between autophagosomes and lysosomes \[[@CR23]--[@CR25]\]. In addition, the class C vacuolar protein sorting proteins and a GTPase family protein Rab7 play an important role in enhancing the fusion process in conjunction with lysosome-associated membrane proteins \[[@CR26]\].

Noncanonical autophagy pathways {#Sec8}
-------------------------------

### mTOR-independent pathways {#Sec9}

An anabolic promoter, mTOR, has long been considered to be a potent autophagy regulator, as inhibition or activation of mTOR modulates autophagy. For example, mTOR inactivation under a nutrient-deficient condition precedes autophagy upregulation \[[@CR16]\], whereas chronic activation of mTOR abolishes autophagy \[[@CR27]\]. Surprisingly, however, recent studies have discovered that autophagy can be induced regardless of a mTOR state. For example, it has been shown that autophagy in the acutely exercise-trained heart occurs in the presence of mTOR activation \[[@CR7]\] and that the heart undergoing reperfusion followed by ischemia exhibits elevated autophagy concurrent with mTOR activation \[[@CR28]\]. Moreover, cannabinoid receptor 1 (CB1)-linked autophagy and trehalose (a natural disaccharide)-mediated autophagy occur in a mTOR-independent fashion \[[@CR29], [@CR30]\]. These studies indicate a strong possibility that, unlike starvation-mediated autophagy requiring mTOR inactivation, exercise-induced autophagy may have different autophagy regulatory mechanisms. Despite these novel observations, almost no attention has been given to this topic. Thus, further studies are required to establish a new mTOR-independent autophagy pathway.

### BECLIN 1-independent pathways {#Sec10}

Results from nutrition intervention studies suggest that BECLIN 1 is an important canonical autophagy protein involved in autophagy induction \[[@CR31]\]. However, there is a growing body of evidence indicating that BECLIN 1 may not be an essential component in the autophagy process since autophagy induction remains even with knockdown of BECLIN 1 or overexpression of its antagonist BCL2 \[[@CR32], [@CR33]\]. In addition, a study also showed that luteolin, a member of the flavonoid family, triggers autophagy despite the loss of BECLIN 1 \[[@CR34]\]. Consistent with these results, a recent study also found that acute endurance exercise promoted autophagy in the heart, even though BECLIN 1 was downregulated \[[@CR7]\]. However, despite these data supporting BECLIN 1-independent autophagy, there is still a dearth of information on the exact molecular mechanisms.

EICA and flux {#Sec11}
=============

Although somewhat conflicting, results from various studies suggest that acute (1 day, 30--60 min) or long-term endurance exercise is a strong inducer of autophagy in cardiac tissues \[[@CR6], [@CR8], [@CR9], [@CR35], [@CR36]\]. Support for the concept of EICA in the majority of studies is based on the examination of LC3-II levels or the ratio of LC3-II to LC3-I; as such, presentation of an increase in LC3-II protein level or in the ratio of LC3-II to LC3-I has been accepted as a hallmark of enhanced EICA. However, this method often leads to a misinterpretation of EICA data because LC3-II levels can rise not only due to the elevated rate of EICA (enhanced autophagic flux), but also by interruption of the autophagy maturation process between autophagosomes and lysosomes (impaired autophagy flux), resulting in the accumulation of autophagosomes without degradation. To circumvent this misinterpretation, it has been suggested that LC3-II be measured after treatment with an autophagy inhibitor, such as bafilomycin \[[@CR37]\], chloroquine \[[@CR38]\], NH~4~Cl \[[@CR39]\], and colchicine \[[@CR40]\], which specifically exerts inhibitory effects on lysosomes for the prevention of LC3-II degradation. Increased elevation of or no change in LC3-II level in the presence of one of these inhibitors represents enhanced autophagy flux or no change in flux, respectively. Unfortunately, very little is known on whether EICA is due to enhanced autophagy or to delayed autophagosomal degradation due to a lack of studies utilizing in vivo autophagy inhibitors.

An alternative avenue to the use of autophagy inhibitors in studies examining autophagy flux is the assessment of levels of the autophagy receptor p62 in parallel with assessment of LC3-II; p62 tethers polyubiquitinated target molecules to LC3-II in autophagosomes through its LC3 interacting region (LIR) motif and is eliminated along with autophagosomes via lysosomes \[[@CR41]\]. Thus, reduced p62 levels implies enhanced autophagy flux. Likewise, LC3-II upregulation occurs in parallel with p62 reduction under the nutritional deficient or hypoxic state \[[@CR42]--[@CR44]\]. This phenomenon does not seem to be the case for EICA because, according to a recent study, levels of p62 do not decrease even though LC3-II levels are augmented after acute endurance exercise \[[@CR8]\]. Does this mean that endurance exercise interferes in autophagy flux? The answer to this question is currently unknown as studies are not available to describe this differential response of p62. Nonetheless, it can be postulated that p62 may not be directly linked to EICA, but instead it may participate in the process of antioxidant enzyme expression since the Kelch-repeat domain of the Kelch-like ECH-associated protein 1 (KEAP1) interacting region (KIR) motif of p62 plays a critical role in activating nuclear factor erythroid 2-related factor 2 (Nrf2), a master transcription factor of numerous antioxidant enzymes. Given that two important motifs in p62 (LIR and KEAP1) are not concurrently engaged \[[@CR45], [@CR46]\] and that the subtle changes in the intracellular environment may alter the destiny of p62 (degradation by autophagy vs. upregulation for antioxidant enzyme expression), p62 may not be a reliable indicator that properly reflects the flux of EICA. Future studies verify an exact functional role of p62 in autophagy.

Possible mechanisms of EICA {#Sec12}
===========================

While numerous research studies have reported underling mechanisms of autophagy in the heart under various stress conditions, very few studies have described distinct mechanisms of EICA; consequently, our current understanding of EICA is still rudimentary. In this section, as depicted in Fig. [2](#Fig2){ref-type="fig"}, we introduce both identified and possible EICA signaling pathways that may be linked to EICA.Fig. 2Potential pathways of exercise-induced cardiac autophagy (EICA). Endurance exercise-induced AMPK activation initiates autophagy induction. Also, BCL2 phosphorylation (currently, responsible kinases for exercise-induced BLC2 phosphorylation have not been discovered) causes dissociation of BECLIN 1 from the BECLIN 1--BCL2 complexes and contributes to the initiation of phagophore formation and elongation. Upregulation of the rate-limiting autophagy enzyme ATG7 by endurance exercise increases autophagy flux, and studies have shown that FoxO3, a transcriptional activator which triggers apoptosis in the absence of survival factors, and hypoxia-inducible factor 1 (HIF1) upregulate LC3 and BNIP3, respectively, and thus enhance autophagy. Moreover, exercise-mediated reactive oxygen species (ROS) production has been suggested to induce autophagy elevation. Importantly, an activation of CALCINEURIN and inactivation (phosphorylation) of glycogen synthase kinase-3 (GSK3) cause the translocation of TFEB to the nucleus and gene expression associated with lysosomal biosynthesis, leading to autophagy enhancement

BCL-2 phosphorylation {#Sec13}
---------------------

Several studies have shown that BCL-2 (B cell lymphoma 2) and Beclin 1 exist as heterodimer complexes in the cytosol and that the dissociation of BECLIN 1 from BCL-2 upon cellular stress permits autophagy induction \[[@CR6], [@CR47]--[@CR49]\]. A good question is "What is the potential signal for the dissociation of BECLIN 1 from BCL-2? Recent studies have reported that phosphorylation of BCL-2 is an essential step in the release of BECLIN 1 from the complex and subsequent autophagsome formation \[[@CR50]\]. To elucidate the role of BCL-2 phosphorylation in EICA, He et al. conducted an in vivo experiment with a multiple knock-in mutation mouse model (mutation of three conserved phosphorylation sites of BCL-2) and found that endurance exercise-induced BCL-2 phosphorylation is essential for EICA, as a mutation of BLC-2 phosphorylation sites interfered in BECLIN 1 dissociation and prevented EICA \[[@CR50]\].

This leads to the following question: Which kinases are responsible for the exercise-mediated phosphorylation of BCL-2 in the heart? While there is no ready answer at the present time, recent studies suggest that mitogen-activated protein kinase 8 (MAPK8) activation by AMPK is associated with BCL-2 phosphorylation and the dissociation of BECLIN 1 from BCL-2--BECLIN 1 complexes in cardiomyocytes \[[@CR51]\]. Moreover, c-Jun N-terminal kinase 1 (JNK1) also induces BCL-2 phosphorylation, triggering the dissociation of BECLIN 1 from BCL-2, and is linked to autophagy induction under starvation conditions in non-cardiac cells \[[@CR52]\]. Interestingly, He et al. reported that neither JNK nor MAPK was associated with exercise-induced BCL2- phosphorylation \[[@CR50]\]. However, since this is the only study available showing potential kinases involved in exercise-induced BLC-2 phosphorylation and providing a possible clue for the mechanism of EICA, further studies are necessary to confirm the observation. Lastly, protein kinase C (PKC) has been suggested to phosphorylate BCL-2 and promote cell survival by suppressing apoptosis \[[@CR53], [@CR54]\], but it has not yet been determined whether PCK-mediated BLC2 phosphorylation is related to EICA.

ATG7 {#Sec14}
----

ATG7 is a ubiquitin-activating E1 enzyme (a rate-limiting enzyme) involved in facilitating autophagosomes through ATG12--ATG5--LC3-II conjugation with the help of ATG3 and ATG10, both E2 ubiquitin-conjugating enzymes \[[@CR55], [@CR56]\]. A direct impact of ATG7 in autophagy has recently been demonstrated in a respectable in vivo experiment in which ATG7 transgenic mice showed enhanced cardiac autophagy flux without modulation of other ATG proteins \[[@CR35]\]. This study also showed that voluntary wheel running exercise synergizes ATG7 effects in terms of autophagy promotion and reverses crystalline αβ mutation-induced cardiac fibrosis \[[@CR35]\]. In line with this study, Lee et al. observed that endurance exercise-induced autophagy correlates with ATG7 upregulation \[[@CR7]\].

AMP-activated kinase {#Sec15}
--------------------

AMP-activated kinase has emerged as a potent autophagy inducer because AMPK-induced direct phosphorylation of ULK1 at Ser^555^ or RATOR of mTORC1 via TSC1/2 activation leads to autophagy induction \[[@CR16]\]. As a variety of evidence has shown that endurance exercise activates AMPK in many tissues, it seems reasonable to hypothesize that exercise-induced AMPK activation may be associated with exercise-induced autophagy and that there is a plethora of literature relating to AMPK and EICA. Surprisingly, however, it remains largely unclear whether AMPK is a key modulator of acute exercise-induced autophagy in the heart. Currently, only two studies have focused on this topic, with both showing that acute endurance exercise enhances AMPK phosphorylation; however, the results do not seem to be in accordance with each other. For example, one study shows that AMPK phosphorylation levels increase immediately after exercise and return to a resting level 30 min after exercise, but that autophagy peaks at 1 h after exercise \[[@CR8]\], whereas another study reveals that AMPK phosphorylation remains elevated up to 1 h after exercise in parallel with increased EICA levels \[[@CR7]\]. Unfortunately, based on the results of these two studies, it cannot be inferred whether AMPK activation is necessary for EICA or should concur with EICA. Further studies are required to verify the exact role of AMPK in EICA.

Glycogen synthase kinase-3 and calcineurin {#Sec16}
------------------------------------------

The promotion of autophagy induction and of maturation are two important steps in the autophagy process, but improved biosynthesis of lysosomal machinery for the successful degradation of autophagosomes is also critical to balance the rate of autophagosome production in order to prevent undesirable cellular stresses caused by unwanted accumulation of autophagosomes. Supporting this notion, recent studies have shown that an increase in lysosomal biosynthesis through the overexpression of a master transcription factor of lysosomal biogenesis, transcription factor EB (TFEB), enhances autophagic flux and reduces cell death \[[@CR57]\]. Parr et al. also revealed that TFEB activation through the inhibition of glycogen synthase kinase-3 (GSK3) promotes the biosynthesis of lysosomal proteins and autophagy \[[@CR58]\]. This latter study seems to provide a potential clue that TFEB activation via endurance exercise-induced GSK3 inactivation (phosphorylation) may be a key signaling pathway that improves autophagy by upregulating lysosomal biogenesis since endurance exercise training is known to inactivate GSK3 \[[@CR59], [@CR60]\]. However, whether exercise-induced GSK3 phosphorylation is linked to EICA remains unknown at the present time.

In addition to GSK3, a calcium-dependent phosphatase, calcineurin, has emerged as a potential activator of TFEB in muscle tissues. One proposed mechanism is that when TFEB become dephosphorylated by calcineurin, it translocates to a nucleus, promotes lysosomal biosynthesis, and thus enhances autophagy in muscle tissues \[[@CR61]\]. A recent study has provided important evidence that exercise training facilitates the translocation of TFEB to the nucleus and improves lysosomal biosynthesis activities in skeletal muscle \[[@CR62]\].

Collectively, these studies suggest that exercise-induced autophagy concurs with lysosomal biosynthesis in skeletal muscle. However, comparable research has not yet targeted the heart. Thus, studies using genetic models are warranted to confirm this potential mechanism responsible for EICA.

Oxidative stress {#Sec17}
----------------

Reactive oxygen species are generally known to cause cellular destructive stress and cell death; however, ROS also play important roles in maintaining cellular homeostasis and transmitting protective cell signaling \[[@CR63]\]. This implies that it is the levels of ROS generation which may determine a cell's fate; that is, a low level of ROS is beneficial whereas excessive ROS production is detrimental. Given that acute endurance exercise increases ROS production \[[@CR64]\] but provides cardioprotective benefits \[[@CR65], [@CR66]\], it appears reasonable to hypothesize that an endurance exercise-induced moderate elevation in ROS may be used to alter cell signaling required for cellular adaption and gene expression. One potential example of an association of ROS with cellular adaptation is autophagy induction \[[@CR67]--[@CR69]\].

Mechanisms of ROS-induced autophagy are activation of a cysteine protease ATG4 that mediates LC3 processing \[[@CR69]\] and inactivation of mTOR \[[@CR70]\]. Studies have also confirmed a potential role of ROS in autophagy by demonstrating that the inhibition of ROS by antioxidant administration abolishes ROS-induced autophagy \[[@CR67]\]. Similarly, a recent study has demonstrated that mitochondrial ROS enhances autophagy but that overexpression of manganese superoxide dismutase (MnSOD), a mitochondria-specific antioxidant enzyme, countermands ROS-induced autophagy \[[@CR68]\]. In line with these observations, elevated ROS production in response to acute endurance exercise is associated with an increase in autophagy in the heart \[[@CR64]\]. Collectively, these results support the notion that exercise-induced ROS production may be linked to EICA.

Transcription factors {#Sec18}
---------------------

Recent studies have suggested that transcriptional regulation of autophagy proteins plays a profound role in autophagy enhancement. Transcription factors FoxO1 and -3, (members of the Forkhead box-constraining protein O subfamily) are highly expressed in the heart and induce transcription of various autophagy-related genes, such as *lc3* and *atg12* \[[@CR71]\], and *beclin1* and *bnip3*, as well as autophagy \[[@CR72]\]. In the heart, FoxO3 overexpression itself remarkably enhances cardiac autophagy \[[@CR72]\]. Conversely, the ablation of Foxo3 in neonatal cardiomyocytes and mice hearts resulted in a lack of autophagy and cardiac hypertrophy \[[@CR73]\].

FoxO activities are generally regulated by phosphorylation status; for example, phosphorylated FoxO by anabolic activation loses its activity and thus remains in the cytosol, whereas dephosphorylated FoxO become activated and translocates to the nucleus for expression of its autophagy target genes \[[@CR74]\]. Nutrient deprivation results in increased FoxO3 activities and enhances autophagy \[[@CR75]\]. FoxO activities can be regulated by another post-translational modification, such as acetylation versus deacetylation. The Sadoshima group has provided evidence that FoxO1 deacetylation by Sirtuin 1 (SIRT1) under conditions of glucose deprivation enhances autophagy \[[@CR76]\]. This result suggests that a FoxO-mediated upregulation of BNIP3 is a key mechanism of autophagy under nutrient deficiency \[[@CR77]\]. However, despite this potential role of FoxO in cardiac autophagy, it is still relatively unknown whether FoxO proteins are involved in EICA, although one study has shown that FoxO3 activities are not changed by acute endurance exercise. Further studies are required to verify the exact role of FoxO proteins in EICA.

In addition to FoxO, HIF1 (hypoxia inducing factor 1) has been suggested as a possible mediator of autophagy in many cell types and tissues \[[@CR78]\]. A possible mechanism of HIF1-induced autophagy is that HIF1 is a potent transcription factor for BNIP3 \[[@CR79]\]. HIF1 is known to be overexpressed during hypoxia/ischemia, and thus many studies have suggested that the lack of O~2~ availability may be a crucial trigger for HIF1 expression. However, a recent study using rat cardiomyocytes has demonstrated that HIF1 expression can be regulated by metabolic state (e.g., protein kinase A activation via cAMP), regardless of O~2~ availability \[[@CR80]\], thus raising the possibility that upregulated HIF1 concurrent with autophagy elevation may be due to a metabolic adaptive response rather than solely hypoxia. This is an important clue that help researchers explore the question of whether HIF1 upregulation in response to acute endurance exercise is mediated by a hypoxic state or a metabolic state because a recent study has shown that acute endurance exercise upregulates HIF1 expression and EICA \[[@CR7]\]. More importantly, it seems imperative to perform future studies to determine whether HIF1 is a primary inducer of EICA.

BNIP3 {#Sec19}
-----

As briefly introduced in the previous section, BNIP3 has emerged as a potent inducer of autophagy in various cell lines and cardiac myocytes \[[@CR3], [@CR81]--[@CR83]\]. BNIP3 is upregulated in response to acute endurance exercise, and its increase correlates with autophagy \[[@CR7], [@CR64]\]; however, the exact molecular function of BNIP3 in EICA remains unclear. Based on recent studies demonstrating that BNIP3 curbs mTOR activity and promotes autophagy \[[@CR84]\] and that BNIP3 downregulation by siRNA suppresses autophagy \[[@CR70]\], it can be presumed that BNIP3-induced autophagy may be associated with mTOR inhibition. Intriguingly, in contrast to these studies, acute endurance exercise promotes cardiac autophagy in conjunction with mTOR activation and BNIP3 upregulation \[[@CR7]\]. This result suggests that EICA may not be linked to antagonistic interplay between BNIP3 and mTOR.

Another possible mechanism is a BNIP3-induced post-translational modification (e.g., acetylation of non-histone proteins). For example, BNIP3 transgenic mice show a significantly increased acetylation levels in cardiac tissues \[[@CR85]\] in parallel with elevated autophagy. Also, cardiomyocytes treated with histone deacetylase inhibitor enhance cardiac autophagy \[[@CR4]\]. Although these factors were not examined in the exercise-trained heart, the results suggest that an increase in protein acetylation by acute endurance exercise-induced BNIP3 upregulation may be a key mechanism responsible for EICA.

Exercise-induced cardiac mitophagy {#Sec20}
==================================

Mitochondria function as a power plant to produce the biological form of energy (e.g., ATP) required for sustaining normal cellular activities (e.g., muscle contraction and relaxation and ion pumps). However, they can also initiate an intrinsic cell death when damaged. For this reason, cells evolutionarily developed a crucial strategy to selectively remove damaged or dysfunctional mitochondria with the help of lysosomes to avoid unwanted cell death. This process is termed mitophagy and plays protective roles against various heart diseases \[[@CR50], [@CR86]--[@CR88]\].

The question now is just how cardiac cells identify and select dysfunctional mitochondria and undertake mitophagy. Recent studies have identified several mitophagy-related proteins and proposed potential mitophagy signaling pathways. As illustrated in Fig. [3](#Fig3){ref-type="fig"}, general mitophagy criteria are fulfilled by interplay between proteins involved in fission, fusion, and ubiquitination of mitochondria. For example, when mitochondria lose their membrane potential due to damage, fission proteins recognizing dysfunctional mitochondria converge on the mitochondrial outer membrane and subsequently recruit ubiquitin ligases that anchor the dysfunctional mitochondria with ubiquitin molecules. At this point, a ubiquitin adaptor protein connects polyuibiquitinated mitochondria to LC3-II of the autophagosome and facilitates the enclosure of targeted mitochondria into autophagosomes. The autophagosomes then fuse with the lysosome and are degraded by lysosomal digestive enzymes.Fig. 3An overview of signaling nexus of mitophagy pathways. Dysfunctional mitochondria lose their membrane potential and are removed by mitophagy. A fission protein DRP1 is translocated to a dysfunctional mitochondrion and segregate it from healthy mitochondria. Then, potent mitophagy adaptor proteins BNIP3 and FUNDC1 locate to the isolated mitochondrion in which PINK1 (PTEN-induced putative kinase 1) accumulates and recruits a E3 ligase Parkin; in this process, another a E3 ligase MUL1 translocates to the mitochondrion. Parkin and MUL1 initiate ubiquitination of mitochondrial proteins, which are linked with LC3-II through a p62 ubiquitin binding motif and a LC3 interacting region and trapped inside of autophagosomes. Additionally, the LC3 interacting region of BNIP3 and FUNDC1 on the dysfunctional mitochondrial outer membrane binds to LC3 on the luminal side of an autophagosome and delivers the targeted mitochondria into the autophagosome. The delivered mitochondria are discarded through a lysosome. mPTP: Mitochondrial permeability transition pore

Given that endurance exercise induces the protective mitochondrial phenotype \[[@CR65]\] and that mitophagy is a key event that monitors mitochondrial turnover \[[@CR89], [@CR90]\], it appears reasonable to hypothesize that endurance exercise may promote mitophagy, result in the collection of healthy mitochondria, and thus contribute to generating cardioprotective mitochondrial phenotypes. Unfortunately, no clear molecular mechanisms of EICM are available yet; therefore, in the following section, we first introduce general mitophagy pathways and then provide possible molecular signaling nexus of the mitophagy pathway that may link to EICM.

Fission/fusion {#Sec21}
--------------

### DRP1, MFN1/2, and OPA1 {#Sec22}

Mitochondrial turnover is regulated through the modulation of morphology dynamics (fusion and fission). Dynamin-related protein 1 (DRP1), a GTPase family protein, is associated with mitochondrial fission \[[@CR91]\], whereas other GTPase family proteins, such as mitofusion 1 (MFN1) and mitofusin 2 (MFN2), and optic atrophy 1 (OPA1), are involved in mitochondrial outer membrane fusion and inner membrane fusion, respectively \[[@CR92]\]. Indeed, Lee et al., using cardiac cell lines, demonstrated that DRP1-induced mitochondrial fission plays an essential role in mitophagy, as DRP1 mutants (K38E) or MFN1 overexpression abolishes mitochondrial fission \[[@CR82]\]. Furthermore, recent in vivo conditional gene knockout (DRP1, MFN1, and MFN2) studies have provided clear evidence that improper alteration of mitochondrial dynamics leads to cardiac dysfunction \[[@CR93]\]. For example, the deletion of DRP1 resulted in enlarged mitochondria and dilated cardiomyopathy; in contrast, MFN1 and MFN2 deletion led to mitochondrial fragmentation and induced eccentric ventricular remodeling \[[@CR93]\].

The activity of DRP1 is also altered by post-translational modification (i.e., phosphorylation). PKA-mediated DRP1 phosphorylation at Ser637 weakens the ability of DRP1 to induce mitochondrial fission by interrupting its GTPase activity \[[@CR94]\], whereas phosphorylation at Ser585 by cyclin-dependent kinase 1 (CDK1) promotes mitochondrial fission \[[@CR95]\]. A recent study has also reported that dephosphorylation of DRP1 at Ser637 by a Ca^2+^-dependent phosphatase, calcineurin, results in mitochondrial fission \[[@CR96]\].

In the context of mitophagy, further investigation of molecular links between the DRP1 phosphorylation state regulated by kinases and phosphatases will lead to the identification of a novel mechanism of EICM.

### PINK-1, Parkin, and p62 {#Sec23}

Studies have suggested that interplay between a phosphatase and tensin homolog (PTEN)-induced putative kinase 1 (PINK1) and the E3 ligase Parkin has been reported to exert crucial influence in determining the fate of dysfunctional mitochondria via mitophagy. However, the signaling nexus of EICM pathways associated with PINK1 and Parkin is poorly understood due to the absence of mechanistic studies. Thus, in this section, we will provide some insights of potential mechanisms of EICM relating to PINK1 and Parkin.

PINK1 contains a mitochondria-targeting transmembrane domain and thus localizes to the outer membrane of mitochondria and functions as an upstream activator of Parkin. When the mitochondrial membrane potential is conserved, PINK1 is immediately degraded by a mitochondrial protease, presenilin-associated rhomboid-like protein (PARL), precluding the translocation of Parkin to normal mitochondria to prevent unintended mitophagy \[[@CR97], [@CR98]\]. However, when mitochondria lose their membrane potential (depolarization), PINK1 remains intact in mitochondria and recruits and activates PARKIN \[[@CR99]\]. The activated Parkin then induces polyubiquitination on its substrates, such as voltage-dependent anion channel (VDAC) and mitofusin (MFN), and p62 subsequently binds to polymerized ubiquitin on the targeted mitochondria via its ubiquitin binding domain, tethers with LC3-II of autophagosomes through its LC3-interacting region (LIR) motif, and thus helps mitophagy to proceed \[[@CR100]--[@CR102]\].

Although the PNIK1--PARKIN--p62 signaling cascades described above are well-defined pathways of mitophagy in typically neuronal and cancer cell lines, it is uncertain and questionable whether this systematic mitophagy paradigm is replicated in cardiac tissues, as Gustaffson's research team demonstrated that mitophagy is implemented in the absence of PNIK1 in the heart, providing novel evidence that PARKIN recruitment to depolarized mitochondria can be accomplished independent of PINK1 \[[@CR103]\].

A growing number of studies has reported the potential involvement of PNIK1--PARKIN--p62 in EICM but these are all descriptive. Consequently, investigation of actual signaling pathways of EICM using isolated mitochondria and genetic models (e.g., knockout mice) are required to verify the potential association of the PINK1--PARKIN--p62 axis in EICM.

### Mitochondrial E3 ubiquitin ligase 1 {#Sec24}

In addition to Parkin, recent studies have highlighted a mitochondrial E3 ubiquitin ligase 1 (MUL1) as a potential candidate involved in mitophagy because MUL1 facilitates the optimal function of DRP1 via ligase activity \[[@CR104]\] and promotes MFN degradation \[[@CR105]\], leading to mitochondrial fission and mitophagy. In support of this, Li et al. has demonstrated a potent role of MUL1 in mitophagy, as knockout of MUL1 failed to induce mitophagy in response to hypoxia and starvation \[[@CR106]\]. Furthermore, knockdown of MUL1 in the Parkin knockout mouse displayed more exacerbated mitochondrial impairment compared to Parkin knockout only, indicating that MUL1 with Parkin plays a potential collateral role in mitophagy \[[@CR105]\]. Similarly, inhibition of MUL1 degradation caused by the mitochondrial serine protease Omi/HtrA2 reduced MFN2 levels with enhanced mitophagy \[[@CR107]\]. These studies clearly suggest that MUL1 is a critical mediator of mitophagy.

As yet no studies have shown any possible links between MUL1 and cardiac EICM; nonetheless, a study using rat neonatal cardiac myocytes did show a significant upregulation of MUL1 in response to chronic electrical stimulation (1 Hz for 48 h.), which may mimic an endurance exercise effect \[[@CR108]\]. Obviously, this study should encourage further studies to search for a potential role of MUL1 in EICM.

Mitophagy adaptors {#Sec25}
------------------

### BNIP3 {#Sec26}

In addition to BNIP3 playing a role in promoting general autophagy, the discovery that BNIP3's transmembrane domain targets the mitochondrial outer membrane \[[@CR109]\] and its LIR motif \[[@CR110], [@CR111]\] has provided a critical clue that BNIP3 may function as an important mitophagy mediator.

A commonly proposed mechanism of BNIP3-mediated mitophagy is that depolarization of the membrane potential of mitochondria by opening the mitochondrial permeability transition pore (mPTP) through BNIP3 disseminates a "discard me" signal. This signal permits LC3-II of autophagosomes to couple with the LIR of BNIP3 and to enclose mitochondria inside autophagosomes, resulting in selective removal of mitochondria via mitophagy \[[@CR111]\]. Interestingly, a recent study using adult rat cardiomyocytes overexpressing BNIP3 has shown that BNIP3 induces mitophagy in the absence of mPTP opening and cell death \[[@CR81], [@CR83]\]. These studies provide the novel insight that BNIP3 may induce mitophagy without causing perturbation of mitochondrial membrane potential and that its upregulation may contribute to mitochondrial quality control and cardiac health under a normal condition, such as exercise, although it is known to cause mitochondrial dysfunction and cell death under unfavorable stress conditions. Supporting this notion, research has shown a strong correlation between endurance exercise-induced BNIP3 upregulation and autophagy promotion \[[@CR7], [@CR64]\], which may imply a possible connection of BNIP3 with EICM, although it remains unknown whether upregulation of BNIP3 by endurance exercise is essential for ECIM.

In addition to its role as an LC3-II adaptor, BNIP3 appears to be an essential mediator of PINK1--Parkin-mediated mitophagy. For example, BNIP3 overexpression triggers Parkin translocation to mitochondria and promotes mitophagy in adult rat cardiomyocytes \[[@CR82]\]. Moreover, BINP3 conjugation with PINK1 promotes PINK1 accumulation in the mitochondrial outer membrane, which allows Parkin recruitment and accommodates mitophagy \[[@CR112]\].

### FUNDC1 {#Sec27}

FUNDC1, an integral mitochondrial outer-membrane protein, contains a transmembrane domain targeting the mitochondrial outer membrane \[[@CR113]\]. Similar to other mitochondrial adaptor proteins (e.g., BNIP3), FUNDC1 directly interacts with LC3 via its LIR motif and appears to play a substantial in mitophagy, as knockdown of FUNDC1 abolished hypoxia-induced mitophagy but restores it when wild-type FUNDC1 was regained \[[@CR113]\]. This study also discovered that a phosphorylation state of FUNDC1 modulates FUNDC1 activity and thus mitophagy. For example, phosphorylation of FUNDC1 by Src kinase inactivates FUNDC1, whereas dephosphorylation of FUNDC1 enhances FUNDC1's LC3 binding activities \[[@CR113]\] and leads to dissociation of OPA1 from the FUNDC1--OPA1 complexes and promotion of DRP1 recruitment and fission of mitochondria, thereby contributing to mitophagy \[[@CR114]\]. It will be interesting to learn which phosphatases are responsible for FUNDC1 activation, but this question remains unanswered. Furthermore, the possible link between FUNDC1 and cardiac EICM needs to be determined in future studies.

### Cardiolipin {#Sec28}

Cardiolipin (CL) is a phospholipid dispersed throughout the inner membrane of mitochondria and plays a critical role in maintaining activities of mitochondrial respiratory complexes. Intriguingly, CL also mediates mitophagy. Chu et al. reported that CL contains a LC3-interacting region and that externalization of CL from the inner membrane to the outer membrane upon mitochondrial stress allows LC3-II of autophagosomes to tether the CL of stressed mitochondria and leads to mitophagy \[[@CR115]\]. Although a study showed an increase in CL content after endurance exercise \[[@CR116]\], whether upregulated CL by exercise is associated with EICM has not yet been investigated.

Potential role of EICA and EICM in cardiac protection against an I/R injury {#Sec29}
===========================================================================

Cardiac autophagy critically contributes to cardiac protection under stress conditions, such as nutrient deficiency \[[@CR117], [@CR118]\] and proteinopathy \[[@CR35]\]. However, whether enhanced cardiac autophagy and mitophagy in response to acute endurance exercise are essential for cardioprotection against an I/R injury are entirely unknown. Given recent studies demonstrating that enhanced cardiac autophagy via a selective agonist of adenosine receptor 1 or an administration of a histone deacetylase inhibitor prior to I/R reduces cell death \[[@CR3], [@CR4], [@CR119]\], it seems reasonable to propose that promotion of exercise-mediated cardiac autophagy may be an important protective avenue that helps mitigate myocardial cell death caused by an I/R episode. Furthermore, it would be of great interest to explore whether endurance exercise-trained hearts show enhanced autophagy during an I/R insult, since upregulation of autophagy prior to an I/R insult rescues cells. Based upon our unpublished observation that endurance exercise training increases cardiac autophagy during an ex vivo I/R insult, it can be postulated that once exercise-trained cardiomyocytes are familiarized to an autophagy induction system, a rapid autophagic response would occur during an I/R insult and provide cardioprotection against an IR injury. This hypothesis should be examined in further studies to discover a novel mechanism responsible for exercise-induced cardioprotection.

What will be the main purpose of EICM? Dysfunctional mitochondria lose their membrane potential, leading to the initiation of apoptotic cell death through the release of pro-apoptotic factors, such as cytochrome c and apoptosis inducing factor \[[@CR120]\]. Therefore, selective removal of dysfunctional mitochondria via mitophagy is a potent process required for sustaining healthy cardiomyocytes, as evidenced by recent research showing that the accumulation of dysfunctional mitochondria due to the failure of mitophagy results in cardiac dysfunction \[[@CR121]\]. Although a clear relationship between EICM and cardioprotection against an I/R injury and an exact molecular mechanism of EICM has not yet been elucidated, it can be inferred that the promotion of exercise-mediated cardioprotective mitochondrial phenotypes via EICM may be a primary source of cardioprotection against myocardial infarction caused by an I/R event.

Summary {#Sec30}
=======

Exercise training has been known to confer cardioprotection against an I/R insult; however, the mechanisms of exercise-induced cardioprotection remain unclear. Given that acute endurance exercise promotes autophagy and that enhanced autophagy prior to an I/R insult is protective against myocardial infarction, as depicted in Fig. [4](#Fig4){ref-type="fig"}, it seems plausible that EICA and EICM may play a crucial role in cardioprotection against myocardial infarction. However, since clear mechanisms regulating EICA and EICM have not been established, here we introduced molecular signaling pathways (including canonical and non-canonical pathways of general autophagy and mitophagy shown in starvation and ischemia) and reviewed published articles on EICA and EICM. Finally, we deduced a possible mechanism of molecular signaling nexus of EICA and EICM pathways and a probable association of EICA and EICM with cardioprotection against an I/R injury.Fig. 4A schematic outline of exercise-induced cardiac protection against an ischemia--reperfusion (I/R) injury. Cardiac myocytes are terminally differentiated and contain insufficient regenerative capacity; therefore, excessive cellular stresses caused by damaged proteins, lipids, and organelles can lead to irreversible cell damage, resulting in cell death. This unfavorable cellular condition in cardiac myocytes will be exacerbated when an I/R event concurs. In contrast, regular endurance exercise maintains the healthy cellular environment by disposing of damaged proteins and lipids and mitochondria through autophagy and mitophagy. Thus, upon an IR insult leading to cell death, exercise-trained hearts may resist I/R injuries and thus confer cardiac protection against I/R-induced myocardial infarction. EICM Exercise-induced cardiac mitophagy
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